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Pulls its
largest
audience

10% increase in
buyer attendance
“The 2018 Exclusively Show
has exceeded even our high
expectations” says Show Director
Simon Boyd. The results are in
and visitor numbers are up by an
impressive 10%.
“A sell-out show of leading proactive
exhibitors, the new initiatives with
bira and Sirius, an informative BHETA
sponsored seminar program, the
growth of the brand showcase for
consumer journalists and bloggers
and the inspirational Scarlet Opus
trend displays all contributed to our
best show ever”.
This year’s show was packed with
over 150 leading exhibitors including
32 new exhibitors in housewares,
tabletop, and small domestic
appliances offering a myriad of new
products and appealing new brands.
Here’s what the exhibitors are saying:
“A great show, it had an exciting
buzz about it!” Jenny Handley,
Head of Marketing. T&G
“The show’s unique ‘invited buyer’
and pre show PR and marketing, has
delivered a strong visitor profile for
exhibitors once again”, confirmed
Simon Boyd. The Show team
continually vet all potential visitors,
carefully inviting only bona fide buyers
to attend.

“The show team are delighted with the
resulting mix and quality of retailers
that attended”, continues Simon. “The
show embraced many new retailers
who are championing new and
evolving routes to market, alongside
large respected names from the high
street, the grocery sector, buying
groups, e-commerce and mail order,
and, of course, the hard working and
determined independents.”
The new partnership with bira to
draw independents, reaped rewards,
as reflected in the show’s attendance
figures, and sales of over £30k, directly
attributed to the bira bonus voucher.
Julie Holden, bira National
Membership Manager, and host of
the bira seminar adds;
“During the 2-day event,
the ‘bira bonus’ scheme was
taken up by almost 50 of our
members, which exceeded our
expectations.”
Martin Elliot, Chief Executive of Home
Hardware sums up the show’s appeal.
“We had an excellent show
and did some good business
with existing suppliers and
also found some new suppliers,
which we believe is a vital part
of attending trade shows. There
appeared to be a positive buzz
to the show.”

The BHETA sponsored seminar
was extremely well received by
packed audiences with record
numbers attending. There were
speakers and a panel discussion
from bira (See bira section).
GFK covered market updates
and the latest consumer trends,
Net Visibility explained the latest
trends for online marketing and
advertising, highlighting the
advantages and disadvantages
of the platforms available. Scarlet
Opus explained the consumer
trends (see trend section in the
review), and finally The Good
HouseKeeping institute explained
the power of reassurance provided
by established brands such as the
GHI, together these drew
the crowds.
“The reputation of our seminar
program builds, returning the
largest turnout in recent years,
in some seminars there was
standing room only!”
Will Jones,
BHETA Director of Housewares.
If you have a subject you would like
to be covered in the 2019 seminar
please get in touch with Pam Ballone
Pamballone@exclusivelyshows.co.uk

The Sirius Initiative
attracts a new
group of retailers
Now in its 5th year, Exclusively
Electrical is a huge draw for all
visitors. Keen to drive a new group
of retailers to the show, the show
team sought out a partnership with
Sirius. Sirius seized the opportunity
to launch a UK convention, seeing
the show as an the ideal opportunity
to provide their invited retailers with:
company updates, new initiatives,
talks from approved suppliers and a
seminar from Exclusively Show’s Trend
Forecasters, Scarlet Opus.

Fearne Cotton Draws the
Crowds at Exclusively
A smile can say a 1000 words. We think that positively sums up Fearne
Cotton’s appearance at the shows. The popular presenter, DJ and
cook book author was launching her new collection “Fearne By Swan
Housewares”on the Swan Stand. Commenting on the collection the team
state; “Whether you are a whizz in the kitchen, style aficionado or baking
fan, the new “Fearne By Swan Housewares” range promises a beautiful and
practical collection of accessories and cookware.”

The result, was an increase in the
number of retailers visiting the show.
90% of invited Sirius guests were new
to the show, confirmed Steve Jones,
Commercial Director, who not only
attended the convention but took time
to shop the show. He continues “The
size and array of suppliers is very
extensive and just right with something
there for everyone. Having it spread
over two days ensure there is enough
time to see everyone they need to and
explore other opportunities”.

Charity Donations Support the
most in need residents in Islington
Progressive Housewares and Exclusively show were delighted that this
year’s donations will be helping those most in need in the local community
around the Business Design Centre itself in Islington. Islington Giving are
an independent group of funders, businesses, residents and voluntary
organisations working together to tackle poverty and inequality in Islington.
This year’s product donations will be helping to transform the lives of
Islington’s most disadvantaged residents.

Available now...

Horwood Judge

If there is a more tempting aroma in this
world than freshly brewed coffee, we’re yet to
discover it! At this year’s Exclusively, Horwood
took the plunge to showcase the new Judge
Cafétieres. With a choice of 4 on trend Styles,
Copper, Anthracite, Satin and Classic in 8 &
3 Cup sizes there’s a great choice. Will the
new Judge cafétieres be your stores perfect
coffee fix / offering? The only decision, is
which colours or sizes to go for?
Prices start at RRP £23
Rob Jones
r.jones@horwood.co.uk

Forma House

Dreamfarm’s new packaging and rainbow
colours definitely caught buyers
attention, with many
commenting it was their
‘wow moment’ at the
show. Always a big
winner for Forma is
Dreamfarm’s Mini
Supoon and the Fledge
made its debut, along
with new options of
buying Chopula and
Supoon in single colours. All
this was topped off by a couple
of sneak 2019 previews too!
Simon Maghnagi
simon@formahouse.co.uk

Horwood Stellar

Exclusively provided the opportunity to show
case Stellar’s Stay Cool range of cookware
designed for today’s
cook and aspiring chef;
offering safe efficient
cooking, easy draining,
and higher levels of
nutrient retention owing to
its unique lid design. The
handles stay cool while
the pan directs all of the
heat into the pan body to
ensure efficient cooking.
This combined with the innovative silicone
edged glass lids which seals in nutrients when
cooking, make these pans super cool. The
unique lid design also promises hassle free
draining.
Prices start at £30
Rob Jones
r.jones@horwood.co.uk

International Cookware Ltd

Today, a high percentage of British kitchens
are home to a piece of Pyrex. The brand
now provides an extensive choice of quality
products in various materials and designs
to cover every preparation, cookware,

baking and storage
requirement. 2018
sees the launch
of Pyrex Cook &
Heat glass storage
containers, featuring
an airtight lid with 2
handy steam valves for
reheating.
RRP: from £8.99
Harleen Johal
harleen.johal@pyrex-cookware.eu

Denby Studio Blue

Denby Studio
Blue is a new
artisan collection
of bowls, plates
and mugs in
four stunning
tonal shades of
blue capturing
the essence of
Denby’s handcrafting skills and
textural glazes perfected over 200 years in
Derbyshire. Designed to complement global
foods and relaxed dining and entertaining,
Studio Blue was inspired by colours and
textures of natural pebbles and stones.
Available individually or in packaged
collations all under a RRP of £50
Julie Whittingham
julie.whittingham@denby.co.uk

HAUS

After a successful welcome of Emile Henry
to HAUS at this year’s show and with many
NEW items launched already for 2018, HAUS
premiered both
newness and
key pieces to the
UK retailers that
attended. More
NEW items will
arrive from Emile
Henry as the
year progresses.
This NEW family
member in the
HAUS portfolio is a strong and desirable
addition, sitting proudly alongside the
premium names that we already represent
across the UK and Ireland.
Paul Shelley
paulshelley@inthehaus.co.uk

Doulton Water Filters

Showcasing its next generation of
home drinking water filtration systems:
manufactured in the UK, Doulton use
ceramic micro filtration technology to
remove contaminants from drinking water.
Versatility & flexibility are key: counter-top
solutions connecting to the existing kitchen
tap, through to under-counter inline systems
with a dedicated tap. The new portable filter
bottle eliminates any reason to buy single
use plastic bottles whilst providing the health
benefits of drinking filtered water.
Yvonne Allen
yallen@doulton.com

Black+Blum

We were delighted to be
awarded the Scarlet Opus
Eco 2.0 trend setter award for
our new stainless steel food & drink
on-the-go range. This collection covers
premium lunch boxes plus accessories,
thermoses and hydration including our new
insulated water bottles. Our range appeals to
those looking to lead a healthy, economical
and environmentally friendly lifestyle. As well
as brilliant design, Black+Blum is dedicated
to sustainability and doing its part to help
protect the environment.
Nicola Harvey
nicola@black-blum.com

Albero Forte
Composite

An elegant and stylish
rectangle sushi serving tray
20x32 with built-in dipping
sauce compartment. The
white plastic tray provides
a perfect backdrop for displaying your
delicious sushi.
Gino Egerton
plasticforteuk@aol.com

Creative Products

New practical and quirky
products for the home and
garden from Creative Products.
Look out for the Pro Cook Pouch,
Push and Fix grip and the 360°
Swivel Brite light from Creative
Products.
Mark Hall
sales@cretiveproducts.ltd.uk

Swan

The multi-award winning, British brand Swan
is thrilled to introduce its new Nordic collection,
taking inspiration from Scandinavian design.
Available in Cotton White and Slate Grey,
the collection will include microwaves, kettles
and toasters.
Sharp, minimal
lines are accented
by soft-touch
matt finishes and
natural wood-effect
detailing makes for
a cool, understated
look. The Nordic
collection will be
available from August.
RRP: from £39.99 to £109.99
David Foulstone
david@swan-brand.co.uk

Kalorik UK

The
KitchenOriginals
Kalorik Copper
Rotary Waffle
Maker caught the
eye of those who
visited our stand especially after being given
the Christmas 2018 On Trend award by
Scarlet Opus. With our strong Belgian roots,
the story of this waffle maker from a concept
to creation was clear to see. The rotary
function, sleek copper design and detailed
recipe’s included make this an SDA product
that could be found in any kitchen and should
be on every Christmas list.
Jamie White
ko@kalorik.co.uk

Premier Housewares Ltd

Guaranteed to turn heads at parties, the
Aurora glassware range expresses a rainbow
of colours. Designs include hammered effect
textured glass with an iridescent lustre, or
assorted Mediterranean colours with an ornate
stem. The brightly toned oil slick lustre design
was especially popular
at the show. The range
includes wine glasses,
champagne glasses,
cocktail and hi ball glasses,
and tumblers, packaged
in sets of 2 or 4. The
decorative boxes mean
these products make great
as gifts too.
Premier Housewares Ltd
info@premierhousewares.co.uk

Kuhn Rikon UK Ltd

Our key product launch pack at the show,
were the Silicone brushes &
the NEW scrubber 2:0 We
had a fabulous reaction,
with most customers taking
advantage of the launch
pack offers. The silicone
bottle brush with its tapered
head has over 1,000
bristles for fast, effective
cleaning even in the tightest
of areas. Both are free from
BPA and will not harbour bacteria or odours.
Stephanie Thomas
stephanie.thomas@kuhnrikon.co.uk

Sorbo

Sorbo is one of Europe’s leading cleaning
brands with over 50 years of proven sales.
Including innovative and eco friendly products
such as Switch; which replaces disposable
cloths with this specially coated cloth
which can be hygienically sterilized in the
dishwasher. Sorbo products will brighten any
home; like our rainbow microfiber cloths or
the on trend tropical range! From flamingo
to pineapples, a pattern for
all, making even the most
uninspiring chore fun. Sorbo
products are long lasting,
excellent quality, and will keep
your customers coming back
for more.
Tony Golby
Sales@george-east.com

George East (Housewares) Ltd

Our latest range
of Bakeware is
perfect for every
day baking
or cooking
enthusiasts. Key
features include
wide rim and
handles for
easy handling;
the range is
stackable and space saving, ideal for modern
living. Using Whitford’s non-stick coating,
known for its extreme performance, we are
so proud of the quality we have embossed
the Tala logo into the pieces. We are also
delighted to introduce our beautiful hand
crafted enamelware, in our new colourways
of indigo and grey. Entirely manufactured in
England. 120 years unrivalled British baking
heritage, Tala still going strong.
Tony Golby
sales@george-east.com

Falcon Products Ltd

Always at
the heart of
Falcon Products
presentation
is their own
renowned
flagship brand,
Bake-O-Glide,
which took
centre stage
focusing around
a versatile new merchandising unit. Designed
to offer prominent, yet compact options for
retailers and encouraging increased sales,
this branded unit can be fixed to a wall, used
on hanging hooks on a shelf or can freestand. It holds up to seven products on each
of its four racks and is free on orders over a
certain amount.
Harry Downham
harry@falconproducts.co.uk

Burton McCall

New for 2018 at Exclusively was the
Thermacell Halo Mini
Repeller, the smarter
way to fight against
annoying midges and
mosquitoes. The Halo
is simple and easy to
use and provides a
silent and scent free
way of keeping small
flying insects at bay.
With a 20m² area of
midge and mosquito
repellency it is perfect
for relaxing summer evenings and weekends
in the garden whilst enjoying a glass of your
favourite tipple.
Mohamed Hajat
sales@burton-mccall.com

LSA International

Refined shapes, striking statement pieces
and a tactile mix of cut and grooved
finishes characterise LSA International’s new
AW18 collections. Exemplifying the brand’s
specialisms of original design and quality

craftsmanship, each
of the new collections
showcase the hallmarks
that secure the LSA
International’s status
as one of the world’s
foremost producers of
tableware, barware
and decorative
accessories.
Jo Sanders
salesuk@lsa-international.com

NSAUK

(Newton Stovold Associates Ltd)
NSAUK’s new rechargeable
corkscrews will help liven up any
Christmas party! The 2-in-1
Rechargeable Corkscrew and
Preserver is easy to use and will
effortlessly remove up to 40 corks
on a single charge and can
vacuum seal 50 unfinished
bottles - it comes in a stylish
presentation gift box. The
Quick Charge Corkscrew
(W-QCRC-3) will charge in 90 seconds
and open up to 60 bottles. Available in a
rubberised ‘on trend’ blue finish. Foil cutter
included.
RRP: Gift Set 2-in-1 Rechargeable
Corkscrew & Preserver £59.99,
Quick Charge Opener - £29.99
Leigh Newton
sales@nsauk.com

OXO

Making food preparation easier than ever,
OXO introduce the One Stop Chop Manual
Food Processor. Chop, mince or purée
with a simple twist - the power is
in your hands. Whether you’re
chopping fruit, vegetables or
nuts, the texture is up to you
and how many times you
turn the comfortable
handle. The secure suction
base stabilises the Food
Processor while in use, and
the removable handle
fits inside for compact
storage. Easy to use, easy to
clean, easy to impress!
RRP: £29.99
Danielle Pilkington
danielle.pilkington@oxo.com

Elia International Ltd

To add to an already extensive tableware
collection that spans cutlery, chinaware,
bar and beverageware, Elia have launched
their exquisite Fine Crystal
collection. Mouthblown and flawlessly
hand finished, each
piece is feather-light
but strong. Well
received across the
hospitality industry, Elia
previewed their retail
portfolio at Exclusively - a
collection of stylish gift boxes to
present these elegant handmade glasses.
Helen Duffy
sales@elia.co.uk

Arc

A key launch
for Luminarc
this year is
Smart Cuisine.
A true innovation
driven by consumer
insights for oven to
tableware. Each piece is strong, light and
visually appealing, perfect for the home cook
wanting a functional yet elegant product. To
complete the range we have also launched a
series of round bowls to cater for the ‘Dining
Out In’ generation, perfect for keeping food
piping hot and available in stunning white for
that fresh clean look.
Paul Mackie
paul.mackie@arc-intl.com

BergHOFF UK Ltd

BergHOFF’s
Red Dot awardwinning knife
block and knives
were recognised
by Scarlet Opus
as ‘On Trend’
products for
SS19. The trendy
grey block
features a twocolour peach and grey insert which can be
easily reversed to match in with the décor.
The universal knife block has a non-skid base
and is designed to safely store up to 8 knives.
A comprehensive collection of pastel coloured
non-stick knives with soft-grip handles
complements the tones of the versatile knife
block.
RRP: Knife Block £24.99,
Knives £6.99 to £9.99
Paula Leggett
uksales@berghoffworldwide.com

Villaggio Verde
- Forever Olive

Thanks for visiting Forever
Olive to view more than
150 high quality branded
Olive Wood products, all
designed to be a must
have item for the table top
and kitchen. If you missed
us then please give us a call
or email us. We would love
to talk to you about stocking the
‘Forever Olive’ range and about our new
lines coming soon.
Jason Hales
info@villaggioverde.co.uk

Viners

Our brand new children’s 18.0 stainless steel
Mermaid and Football cutlery is designed
especially for a 5+ year age group. With a
blunt serration on the knife blade, this will
encourage children to cut their own food
safely. We were thrilled
to see our Eternal
Marble Knives selected
by Scarlett Opus to
participate in their
‘On-Trend’ display at
this year’s show. These
knives feature a subtle

smoky marble-effect handle, with a curved
structure for optimum comfort when slicing
and dicing.
Children’s Cutlery RRP: £13.50
Eternal Marble Knives RRP: from £10.50
Charlotte Horrocks
charlotteh@rayware.co.uk

SIGG Switzerland Bottles AG

Premium reusable bottle Brand, SIGG, leads
the way when it comes
to drinks bottles
that are on trend,
functional and
can stand the
rigours of 21st
century living.
Showcasing the
exciting range
of borosilicate
glass water bottles,
a first glimpse at the
new range of coffee tumblers and, of course,
its market leading aluminium range, there
was something for everyone in the range at
SIGG. With a full range of eco-friendly, BPA
free, leak proof recyclable bottles SIGG is the
ultimate water bottle supplier.
Stuart Theobald
stuart.theobald@sigg.com

Neat Ideas Ltd

Mix & Serve is the all-in-one kitchen tool,
it transforms
from a whisk to
serving tongs.
When used as
a serving tool
it’s great for
pasta, salads &
vegetables and
also for turning
meat in a frying
pan. When
used as a whisk it’s the perfect tool for eggs,
batter and sauces. It’s also perfect for lifting
hard-boiled eggs out of boiling water, even
poached eggs.
Colin Higgs
sales@
neatideas.tv

Typhoon

Our NEW
Modern Kitchen
styles are one of
the hottest home
décor trends of
the year – gold!
This range
adds a luxurious feel to the kitchen, as the
combination of warm acacia wood with
gold metallic creates a glamorous and
affluent look. The glitzy storage and the bold
geometric shapes of the wood, makes this
range classic with contemporary appeal.
RRP: £6.00 - £33.00
Charlotte Horrocks
charlotteh@rayware.co.uk

R.M.C. London Ltd

No need to pack out the grill tonight! In the
blink of an eye you can turn a good piece of
beef into a magnificent steak in BBQ design!
You will never need to fry your steak twice on

each side ever again to
get that special BBQ look.
- Your meat will stay
tender and juicy.
- Developed with the German National
Culinary Team.
- Hand-casted Aluminium.
- Excellent heat distribution, rapid heating
and stores the heat for a long time.
- 9-10 mm thick base, guaranteed warp free.
- No burning or sticking, thanks to our special
Lotan® coating.
- PFOA free.
- No oil or fat needed.
Raghav Chopra
raghav@amt-uk.com

Original Clean 1886

Magic Wrinkle Releaser by
Faultless Starch Co - The perfect
companion for people on the go.
Removes creases from crumpled
clothes when there is no time or
easy access to an iron - simply
spray the garment and gently
pull away the creases. Magic also
freshens garments using odour
modifier. Just one of the many
premium household laundry and cleaning
products by the US manufacturer, Faultless
Starch/Bon Ami Company, now available in
the UK from Original Clean 1886.
RRP: £7.00
Christina Stefani
sales@originalclean1886.co.uk

EPE International Ltd.

Grinding your choice of fresh coffee beans
and frothing fresh milk for every portion, the
De’Longhi Bean to cup range is the pinnacle
of fresh coffee and authentic Italian taste for
the distinguished coffee
drinker. What is more,
self-cleaning features
offer convenience and
ease of use. De’Longhi
patented technology and
know-how expertly serve
a consistently delicious
coffee that you can tailor
to personal taste.
Sally Bell
sally@epeinternational.com

UK Thermos Ltd

Featured in this year’s Scarlet Opus OnTrend display, Thermos® Super Light series
is one to watch for Christmas 2018 and
Spring/Summer 2019. Our Super Light series
combines maximum performance with an
ultra-slim profile to make
it our most portable range
yet! Weighing only 220g,
and made from durable
stainless steel inside
and out, this is the ideal
travelling companion.
Whether you’re heading
out for your daily commute
or on a shopping trip,
these elegant flasks will
keep your drinks hot or
cold for hours.
Adrian Calvert
adrian.calvert@thermos.co.uk

The Rayware
Group Mason Cash

Originally carved by
skilled craftsmen, the
new Mason Cash In
The Forest range of
food preparation,
storage and ovenware items feature detailed
woodland style embossments. Additional
stoneware table top accessories include a
teapot, mug and serving platter which all
feature our favourite forest characters. We
also recently launched a brand new range of
square dinnerware called Piazza, which adds
a modern twist to our dining collection.
RRP: £3.00 - £30.00
Charlotte Horrocks
charlotteh@rayware.co.uk

The Rayware Group - Kilner®

This year we have added two new products to
our Kilner® collection.
The new Kilner® Breakfast Jar Set is the
perfect way to start your day. This 0.35 Litre
Wide Mouth Kilner® Jar comes with a unique
stainless steel lid
which doubles as
a measuring cup
for better portion
control. This means
you can enjoy your
overnight oats,
granola and cereals
quickly without
any fuss. This set
also includes a
stainless steel spoon, silicone spoon holder
and airtight sealing disc, ideal for breakfast
on the go. For 2018 we have added to our
extensive Preserve Jars range with the new
stylish Kilner® Fruit Preserve Jars. Available in
Strawberry, Orange and Tomato, these are
fun and practical jars, perfect for preserving
fruit jams, jellies and relishes.
Kilner® Breakfast Jar Set: £9
Kilner® Fruit Preserve Jars: £3
Charlotte Horrocks
charlotteh@rayware.co.uk

Eddingtons Ltd

Bee’s Wrap® is the sustainable,
natural alternative to plastic
wrap for food storage.
Made of beeswax, organic
cotton, organic jojoba oil
and tree resin. The wraps
are fully biodegradable and
compostable. This range is
totally on trend with consumers
who care about food contact,
recycling, waste and the economies of
re-use. The range includes sandwich wraps,
bread & baguette wraps, cheese wraps and
assorted packs which include 3 different
sizes. There are 4 different wrap
designs including the new Bee’s &
Bear’s design. Simply wash with
cool water and soap, hang to dry
and repeat. Used several times
each week, Bee’s Wrap should last
for around one year.
Adam Smith
adams@eddingtons.co.uk

Solis

Newly launched
for AW18, Solis’
innovative range
of experience dining
appliances bring
culinary trends from
around the world into the
British home. The range was exceptionally
well received at the show due to the rising
trend in casual dining relevant to families
and groups. The multi-functionality of the
Solis 5-in-1 Table Grill combines a state of
the art raclette with a table top grill whilst the
Teppanyaki@Home simplifies and refines the
cooking of authentic Asian cuisine.
Darren Murley
sales@beamgroup.co.uk

Tatay

The laundry
hamper and
laundry basket,
are part of
The BAOBAB
collection, which
offers good
solutions for
clothing storage
and laundry.
Design and high quality plastic articles, made
in Spain and designed by TATAY, made of
BpA free Polypropylene, suitable for indoor
and outdoor use, very easy to clean, and
with optimal dimensions to meet all user
needs. Elegant appearance, that matches
with any decoration style. Colour range
inspired by neutrals and soft shades, suit any
environment.
Chris Hoyle
choyle@tatay.com

Creative products Ltd

Creative Products once
again had a very successful
show generating lots
of new customers and
showcasing their products
including their Thermo
Flask, a robust and
practical container perfect
to use instead of throwaway cups when you grab
that cup of coffee from your favourite shop.
Keeps liquids hot for 12 hours or cold for 24
hours. Perfect for picnics, walkers and school.
Tracey Beale
traceybeale@creativeproducts.ltd.uk

simplehuman

simplehuman’s new dual compartment
semi-round pedal bin makes it easy to neatly
sort your rubbish and recyclables in one
convenient, space-efficient place. Its large
capacity is ideal for busy areas around the
home. The liner rim lifts up for easy
access to the liner, then closes to grip
and keep it neatly out of sight. The
strong steel pedal is built to last, and
lid shox technology ensures a smooth,
silent close every time. Finally, a nanosilver clear coat protects the stainless
steel from fingerprints and germs.
Juliet Coleman
jcoleman@simplehuman.co.uk

Greener Cleaner

Recycled plastic cleaning
range from Greener
Cleaner - Our Eco-Flek
range are high performance
household cleaning
products made from
recycled plastic. Available in 5 stunning colours,
not only are the products made from recycled
plastic, they all have additional features to
deliver superior cleaning performance. Our
eco-friendly composite Eco-Flek, can also be
recycled after use with other recyclable plastics,
therefore dramatically reducing landfill.
Made from recycled plastic and suitable for
recycling after use - that’s a win-win for the
environment!
RRP: from £2.49
Sue Miles
enquiries@greenerc.com

Brabantia

Brabantia’ s Bo Pedal
Bin. If you are looking
for a beautiful solution for
waste separation, meet Bo
Pedal Bin, ideal for stylish and
practical waste management.
Available in eight colours and up
to three removable inner buckets for waste
separation, all of which are made from 100%
recycled materials. The odour-proof lid opens
at the tap of your foot and can stay open as
long as you like. For every Bo Pedal Bin sold
Brabantia donates to The Ocean Cleanup.
Imogen Lukins
i.lukins@brabantia.com

The Intercontinental Cooking
& Tableware Company
Receiving a fantastic reaction at this year’s
show, as well as being selected for the
Scarlet Opus On Trend display, the elegant
collection of Mr & Mrs Clynk” brushes from
Andree Jardin blends tradition and
modernity to create a range of
practical pieces with a clean
and contemporary design. The
broom, brush and dustpan
that make up this collection
are available in 6 different
colours, pink, sky blue, cream
white, black, grey and red.
Amy Gladding
agladding@ictc.co.uk

Green Pioneer

It was great to see the interest in our new
cotton produce bags A Slice of Green, at
the show. With the rise
in awareness of avoiding
single use plastic bags
when in supermarkets or
at the market, these bags
offer a well priced reusable
alternative. Three sizes and
two materials available.
RRP: from £1.50
Also available now:
Dans le sac - stylish,
Canadian made, cotton
canvas bread and baguette bags.
Charity Nichols
charity@greenpioneer.co.uk

Trends worth knowing about
The comprehensive 2018/19 trend display translated by trend forecasters Scarlet Opus, sponsored by BHETA, was once
again a talking point and must see element of the show for many of our visitors. The trends help both suppliers and
visitors be aware, and make the most of, consumer and design trends affecting the housewares sector.
Complementing the trend display were the Trend Tours – taken up by several independents.

The Key Trends translated this year are:

Autumn/Winter 2018-2019

Spring/Summer 2019

2019 Design Trend

Imperfect
Beauty

Clarity

ECO 2.0

Clarity is a trend about stepping back
and taking stock, to ask ourselves
the question “What do I need” as
opposed to the constant “What have
I been told to want”. It’s about the
desire to, Stop. Breathe. Simplify. We
have been in a time of intense content
consumption and manufacturing
consensus; it’s time to return to our
core. Charles Bukowski’s question,
beautifully sums up these thoughts &
feelings: “Can you remember who
you were; before the world told you
who you should be?” This trend has
a super-selective style based on feel
& function. Products that adapt to
my needs, calming, nourishing and
freedom of choice.

#ownyourownimpact is the basis
of this design trend. A recognition
and acceptance, that we each
have individual responsibility and
accountability, for our personal impact
on the environment and society. Eco
2.0 is the trend in which there is a
coming together of science, nature
and craft. It’s a new direction for the
eco-design movement. We recognise
that by making better choices, the
result can benefit ecology, economy
and social equality. Products are
designed in appearance to restrain
the rawness associated with recycled/
re-purposed in favour of an outcome
with more finesse. A new take on
sustainable products made using
recycled/re-purposed materials;
refined and more luxurious in look
and feel.

The followers of this trend will be keen
to search for the beauty in disorder;
there is seemingly so much chaos all
around us in the world that we begin
to look for the good in it. By exposing
weaknesses there is the hope this will
reveal new strengths. In general, we
will be on a quest for the truth wanting
to embrace ‘realness’. Imperfect
Beauty has a handmade approach
with a luxurious attitude. The trend
is heavily focused on the Japanese
philosophy of ‘Wabi-Sabi’ and the
Japanese art of ‘Kintsugi’. In which
imperfection is celebrated as a form
of authenticity and creative expression.
We used this ‘look’ for the Christmas
Window Display installation.
The Imperfect Winter trend displays
were composed of products from:
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Melitta UK Ltd

Brewing Up Success at
Exclusively Electrical,
it was great to see so
many visitors (and
hear their positive
feedback) at this year’s
show as Melitta®
showcased its array of premium products
including: Barista TS Smart®, AromaFresh
Grind & Brew®, Pour Over hand filtered
coffee and the Cremio®, milk frother for that
perfect creamy froth. This reaffirms Melitta®’s
position as a must have for all ‘at home’
baristas.
Nigel Morrison
nigel.morrison@melitta.co.uk

Microplane

Microplane®,, pioneers of applying photoetching technology to graters, introduced the
Spice Mill and Chili Mill. Both
premium tools have razorsharp stainless steel
teeth – made in USA
- to effortlessly grate
hard spices and dried
chillies with precision.
Microplane also
launched the Gourmet
Slicer with a perfectly
set razor-sharp blade that
doesn’t need to be adjusted to
cut slices with ease and comfort.
Micah Jensen
mjensen@microplaneintl.com

British Inependent
Retailers Associatiom

Using collective strength from over 5000
independent retailers, we offer support
ranging from unlimited legal advice to
preferential card rates, business banking to
specialist insurance, loans and savings and
retail training. As a member, you’ll have
access to special rates and offers from 160
suppliers and over 2000 brands. Whether
you’re established or a start-up, our aim is to
save you time and money through our wide
range of specially selected business services.
membership@bira.co.uk

PHA KitchEssentials Ltd

PHA KitchEssentials had a strong line-up
at Exclusively, with a whole wall of silicone
Stasher bags in 5 different colours! PHA
relaunched PACKIT in the UK, a foldable
freezable bag range created by American
entrepreneur Melissa Kieling. In 2009, she
launched the Personal Cooler lunch bag that
could keep food and drinks cool for hours—
no ice packs needed. Since then the brand
has expanded from lunch bags, to bags
for wine, picnics, groceries and more, all
exhibited at this year’s
show.
Paul Hargreaves
info@phassocs.co.uk

Jeray Sales Ltd

Our range of
Bar Bespoke
novelty glasses
were the
stand out new
products of the
show for us. Tipsy
Gin, Tipsy Fizz, Tipsy Wine
and the lustre finished Diamond
Glasses in packs of 2 now available complete
with their funky packaging!
Jeremy Lowe
jeray@originalproducts.co.uk

What More UK Limited

Winner of the Bakeware
Innovation Award at
the Housewares
Innovation
Awards this
year, Baker &
Salt® continues
to attract
attention. The
black & cream
enamelware
features an integral
front handle to aid easier removal from the
oven. This oven-to-tableware has a timeless
look that will grace any kitchen. A new dual
baking tray was launched at the show and
product development continues right across
the whole Baker & Salt® range, including
a comprehensive collection of non-stick
bakeware.
RRP: from
£22.99 for the 22cm Baking Dish to
£29.99 for the 37cm Baking Dish
Ben Wadeson
b.wadeson@whatmoreuk.com

Tramontina UK

Tramontina offer superior quality and
presentation across exciting and diverse
ranges, which includes this beautiful 4-piece
steak knife set, designed with tradition and
passion at the fore. Many features prevail
such as characteristic real wood handles
which are dishwasher safe and offer a
5-year warranty.
Serration is also
very important and
that’s why a special
heat treatment
is applied on
every blade,
providing
high
performance
cutting power. The
stylish wooden case provides storage as well
as maximising giftability.
Alexandre Frubel
alexandre.frubel@tramontinauk.com

Scott Brothers Ltd

Did someone say cake in just minutes?
Décor is thrilled to introduce the latest
innovation in microwave cookware: the
new Microsafe 6 Cupcake Tray and the
new Microsafe 22cm Cake Tray. With a
pioneering design that ensures even, fast
cooking, the Microsafe Cupcake Tray cooks
6 cupcakes in only 3 minutes. The Microsafe

Cake Tray cooks a
large 22cm cake in
just 6 minutes. With
the convenience and
speed of microwave
cooking, baking is now
a piece of cake!
Emma Hayward
emma@ehmconsultancy.com

Véritable

The must-see product of the Exclusively
Shows; “‘The Grow your own Trend’ has
strengthened since we first forecast it in
2015 and it will continue to strengthen and
grow in popularity over the next few years.”
-Phil Pond, Consumer Trend Forecaster at
Scarlet Opus. Véritable, a French start-up
introduced the Smart Indoor Garden. The
innovative small domestic appliance allows
you to grow, harvest and
enjoy bountiful, flavourful
organic aromatic herbs,
greens and vegetables
straight from your
kitchen. Totally
self-sufficient, you
can grow 4 plants
in it at any one time
and harvest 3 weeks
after setup. Its compact
and organic design makes it a great fit in all
kitchens. Made in France, it retails between
£139 to £245
Perrine Giacomazzo
p.giacomazzo@veritable-garden.com

Jean Dubost

Jean Dubost continues its
engagement for preserving
the environment, having
been the first PEFC-certified
cutlery in 2009.The design
of the handles results from
advanced research, they are
friendly to the environment, made
from a plant-based bioplastic
made of corn starch. Using a
renewable resource, they are 100%
biodegradable and 100% compostable.
100% recycle stainless steel blades. 100%
recycled cardboard box, printed with natural
vegetable ink.
Laurence Arthaud
larthaud@jeandubost.com

Whitefurze Ltd

Strong, functional and attractive storage
options by Whitefurze. Our well designed
products include storage with wheels,
stackable and nested boxes and under bed
boxes with compartments for scented sachets,
keeping that spring
freshness for your clothes
and bedding all year
round. On trend this year
is our baby blue Allstore
boxes, that are available
in a range of 33 sizes.
Choose your preferred
colour options to create
stylish and affordable
storage solution for your
home.
Wendy Adams
marketing@whitefurze.net

Terraillon UK Ltd

Experience a smart sleep
with Terraillon connected
lamp. Given that weight
and sleep are closely
related, HOMNI helps
you to have a better
sleep and
wake up
phases with
dedicated fall
asleep and wake
up programmes. You will also understand
your bedroom environment thanks to its
four captors. Associate one of our sleep
sensors for a complete sleep analysis
experience that you can monitor from the
Wellness Coach – Sleep app.
Linda Phoutthasak
Sales@terraillon.co.uk

Western House Ltd

Luigi Bormioli have created a
modern Mixology collection
which is nothing short of
stunning! Western House
showcased the highlights
and the gin glass took
the spotlight which
proved the gin trend
isn’t going away! The
Mixology range consists of
4 stems and 3 tumblers with
matching hiballs. All produced
in SON.hyx® Hi-tech Crystal Glass
and presented in stylish gift boxes.
Mel
sales@western-house.com

EasiYo Products (UK) Limited

The EasiYo Yogurt Maker is sleek and
contemporary, yet simple. With no moving
parts or electronics, it
is easy to clean and
will fit compactly on
any kitchen shelf.
Each sachet contains
the finest quality
milk powder, natural
flavours and freeze
dried cultures so you
can easily make your
own deliciously thick
and creamy yogurt.
•Made fresh, so no artificial ingredients
or stabilisers
•Contains live cultures
•Deliciously thick and creamy yogurt
•Source of calcium and protein
•Gluten free and vegetarian
RRP: Starter Pack £21.99, Sachets
(makes 1kg yogurt) from £2.60
Maryann Denfhy
maryann.denfhy@easiyo.com

Navigate Ltd

Navigate added to its award
winning Beau & Elliot collections
with a range of new LunchOn-The-Go products
including insulated travel
mugs, hydration bottles,
lunch totes and food flasks,
everything you need for
picking up your favourite

coffee and keeping your food and drink
chilled throughout the day.
David Atkinson
david@navigate.ltd.uk

Nordic Ware

Our Gold Brilliance Bundt® Pan was one of
our new Bundt® designs to shine, literally.
With its bold, geometric
design and clean
symmetry, it caught
visitors attention
as the ideal
shape to bake the
perfect Bundt®
for any occasion.
Our Wildflower
and Heritage Loaf
Pans also took centre
stage as retailers look
for additional quality pieces to add to the full
size Bundt® range. These give the same even
bake and detailed results as all Nordic Ware
cast bakeware.
Pauline Clements
pauline@nordicware.co.uk

Pendeford Housewares

Great show, with
lots of interest
from current
and new
customers,
particularly in
our UK made
cookware
and microwave
cookware, tea pots and kettles. This year’s
best seller was our space saving collapsible
laundry basket, light weight, colourful, fun yet
highly practical and great value for money.
Patrick
info@pendeford.co.uk

BOSKA

Party Cheese
Board With
Knife Storage:
Enjoy delicious,
freshly cut cheese
with this convenient oak
cheese board. The small, stainless steel
cheese knives can click onto the magnetic
strip after use, or you can store them
underneath the board. Party time!
Jeroen Blom
jeroenblom@boska.com

RTA Global

Our launch of
the Traditional
Display Rack was
very successful
with high levels
of interest.
Designed and
manufactured in the UK, this elegant 18
bottle wine rack crafted from solid wood and
black steel offers a practical storage solution
for wine and champagne bottles. The rack
features an angled top display tier and comes
fully assembled.
RRP: £59.99
Daniel Mirwis
sales@rtaglobal.co.uk

SMART Worldwide

(SMA Worldwide Co.)
SMART has been called
the positive disruptor
of the SDA market
today. Energising
a slow market with
unique products and
special R&D lines
to cater for everyday
kitchen needs. Be it a
party, special gathering
of family and friends or a
romantic occasion, SMART products deliver
feature rich and quality finishes on over 70
products for all occasions. Some SMART
products won Innovation of the Year Award
2018, and finalists in Product of the Year
Award 2018.
Dr S Attia
samir@smaworldwide.com

Bibo Brands

This year we successfully introduced
our #1 selling vacuum insulated
mug, Contigo West Loop, in a
new colour: Latte. The AUTOSEAL®
technology guarantees 100% spill
and leak proof drinking experience
on-the-go by sealing automatically
between sips: press gently to drink
and release to automatically seal.
The West Loop drinking mugs use vacuuminsulated technology, keeping hot drinks hot
for up to 5 hours and cold beverages cool for
up to 12 hours!
Zoran Zoric
zoran.zoric@bibobrands.com

Metaltex UK

This year, we
showcased our
NEW, ‘on-trend’,
Polytherm Copper
storage solution
range. The new
range combines the
remarkable advantages
of Metaltex’ exclusive
Polytherm coating, alongside
the new trendy metallic copper colour, that is
taking the market by storm.
Mark Newbould
sales@metaltex.co.uk
Caroline Gregory Cookmate

“I love Exclusively Housewares.
A civilized, relaxed environment
in which we can see existing
suppliers showing new product
alongside, this year, some
exciting new ones. Well done to
the EH team.”
Martin de la Fuente Ocado

“We just wanted to say a huge
thank you for another great
Exclusively Housewares. The
Ocado team found it as useful as
ever, even though we were all
rushed off our feet for two days.”

Available September 18...
Benross - Black + Decker

Black+Decker, via its distribution and licence
agreement with Benross Marketing,
launched its range of power
cleaning, laundry and waste
disposal products at the
show. The products are all
designed to both withstand
the rigours of everyday life
and make the cleaning
process around the home
simpler, quicker and easier
through innovation and
design features. Their range
of power cleaning products are
available now with laundry, waste and floor
care launching later in the year.
RRP: from £19.99
Jon Brennan
Jon.Brennan@benross.com

Benross - Mill Heat

Mill Heat continues to drive the heating
category forward in the UK and showcased
its new AW18 collections at this year’s show.
They used the event to launch their Mill Glass
range of panel heaters that come in 600W
and 1200W as well as their new 1500W oil
radiator and 1200W convection heaters.
Exuding Scandi-style, these heaters
don’t just look stunning they
are all WiFi enabled meaning
that the owner can set up
a weekly schedule around
their lifestyle and can
override this at the touch of
a button using the free Mill
Heat app.
RRP: from £99.99
Jon Brennan
Jon.Brennan@benross.com

Polder Products

The show is always good and this year
was no exception, in fact it’s the 3rd year
Polder have exhibited, and to be honest the
quality of the buyers visiting our booth gets
better each year. Meet the International
Buyer worked for Polder
with several more
meetings on the
stand that turned
into positive product
quotations to follow up.
The show was good and
it’s getting better!
Nick Gabb
ngabb@polder.com

Planit Products Ltd

Responding to the growing awareness
of non-recyclable
plastics damaging the
environment, Planit
Products used the
show to launch a new
range of eco-friendly
products. Based on
some of their bestselling items, including
microwave steam
bags, slow cooker
liners, freezer bags and

sandwich bags, they are made from natural
sustainable sources, are biodegradable and
compostable. Offering convenience with a
conscience.
Caroline Kavanagh
caroline.kavanagh@toastabags.com

Tradestock

There were many show-stoppers in
Tradestock’s presentation including new
festive placemats & coasters
featuring handmade
craft-style designs and
two new placemat
collections – non-slip
pebble placemats in
subtle on-trend tones
and rustic recycled
real leather pebble
placemats.
Attaining new heights
of interest was this
tall, slender and
very generous
prosecco glass. Like
other lines in the range: of gin, wine,
stem and carafe set, this stylish Perfect
Prosecco features attractive pick-up bag style
packaging which adds a special something to
its gift appeal.
Christine Nye
sales@tradestockltd.co.uk

Ladelle UK Ltd

Ladelle’s new Serve
& Share Serving
Tower is set to take
any dinner party,
antipasti or grazing
table to the next
level. Simple to
assemble the tower
creates an eyecatching display
and centre piece
for any party table.
Packs flat when not
in use, with dishwasher safe porcelain plates
for quick and easy clean up. The perfect
entertainers’ piece is set to be a “hero”
product with customers.
Suggested RRP: £90
Evelyn Seton
customerservice.uk@ladelle.com

Dualit

Create your coffee
shop favourites at
home at the touch
of a button with
Dualit’s Bean to
Go Machine. The
built-in coffee
grinder allows you
to grind your beans
just before extraction,
with adjustable grind
settings and dose control to
ensure fresh, authentic coffee. The Bean to
Go Machine is fast and efficient, easy to
clean and maintain and has a steam wand
to create perfectly texturised milk.
Adam Roddan
info@dualit.com

Smeg UK Ltd

Smeg’s growing range of colourful small
appliances extends in 2018
thanks to new models
including the TSF03
4x4 toaster, DCF01
drip coffee machine
and new giftable
lines including the
HBF01 hand blender.
Dan Connell
dconnell@smeguk.com

ClickClack and Strahl

ClickClack® is dedicated to producing stylish
multipurpose functional kitchenware. From
storage for the pantry, fridge and countertop
to sophisticated gadgets and kitchen tools;
if it’s durable,
good-looking
and practical, it’s
ClickClack®. The
new water/air tight
Daily Range was
very well received
with visitors due to
its on-trend colour
scheme and
innovative design,
whilst the new range of gadgets, recently
honoured with a global Good Design Award,
extend the brand’s well-established kitchen
storage portfolio.
Darren Murley
sales@beamgroup.co.uk

Addis Housewares Limited

Addis unveiled an exciting new launch of
clothes care and laundry products at this
year’s show. Featuring space saving designs
and easy to use products from extendable
to over the door airers and a new range of
wardrobe accessories. The launch of the
Addis Seal & Store vacuum
bags with patented secure
seal technology alongside the
Addis Easi lift rotary airer
with ultra-convenient one
handed lever for opening
and closing. All of the
new products add great
innovation to this category.
Janine Davies
Janine.Davies@addis.co.uk

JWP Limited

Designed to help prevent the further
proliferation of single use plastics, the ‘Eco
from Lock & Lock’ food storage range is
salvaged from 100% food grade waste
plastic and comes with 100% recycled
packaging. Featuring the exact same quality
and longevity you would come
to expect from Lock & Lock,
(air & watertight, BPA free;
microwave, dishwasher &
freezer safe), it is hoped that
the creation of these containers
will stop 100’s of tonnes
of plastic polluting the
environment in the future!
Micheala Stobbs
micheala@jwpltd.co.uk

David Mason Design Ltd The English Tableware Company
The English Tableware company looks to
the Dark side...
AFTER DARK is our new range which
certainly caught the eye of our customers at
the show. A colourful and fun range of super
suave animals, dressed to impress and charm
their way in to your stores. The
collection which includes
mugs, sets of gift boxed
espresso mugs, egg
cups, ceramic coasters
and plates was very
well received. Other
ranges arriving this
Autumn include our new
pets range and a range
of Gift boxed Zodiac mugs.
Rob Blackburn
sales@davidmasondesign.co.uk

T&G

T&G are making a ‘wave of change’ with
‘Ocean’. The new collection includes wire
ware baskets, trivets, whale shaped wood
boards and cork tablemats and
coasters in organic shapes.
These kitchen and tableware
products make a great gift,
are practical and quirky
and a bit of fun! T&G will
be making a donation to
www.plasticoceans.uk from
the sale of these products
and hope this will engage
everyone to rethink plastic and
what they too can do to help save
our oceans.
Jenny Handley
jenny.handley@tg-woodware.com

KitchenAid

KitchenAid extended their range of iconic
Stand Mixers (ranked World No.1 in the
mixer category) with the launch of the new
Artisan 185 series, available in premium
colours including Copper,
Chrome and Candy
Apple, a brushed
stainless steel bowl
and new stainless steel
accessories. Also introduced
was the Matte Lavender
Stand Mixer from the
customised 156 series
with hammered effect stainless steel bowl.
Helen Simpson
helen_simpson@kitchenaid.com

Taylors Eye Witness Ltd

Taylors Eye Witness showed their full range
of knives scissors and kitchenware. With the
gift season coming there was great interest
in Cheese Sets, Carving Sets and giftable
products. Cheese Set LMS24CS15 which
features a natural slate board with 4 Rose
Gold and Copper coloured Cheese Knives
with white handles was greatly appreciated by
many customers.
Alastair Fisher
alastair@taylors-eye-witness.co.uk

Available October 18...
Auteur Limited

It’s time to get Hip!
Welcoming Hip Cup Travel and Hip Cup
Glass, a style statement for your on-thego reusable drinking experience. Hip Cup
Travel features
include anti-slip
grip and a travel
lid, a perfect
addition to the
originals Hip
range. Hip Cup
Glass is made
from Borosilicate
glass, with a
texturised grip, and
can be used with the lid on or off, stylish for
in and out of the home or office. A great
choice for the planet and your style, you’ll be
joined at the Hip!
RRP: Hip Cup Glass £14.99
Hip Cup Travel £9.99
Kirstie Pendry
sales@auteurlimited.co.uk

Pik-a-Pak

2018 proved to be another very successful
year for Pik-a-Pak at the Exclusively Electrical
Show, with the
display of igenix
air treatment
products peaking
the interest of
both existing and
new customers.
Particular focus
was on the igenix
smart products
on show, the
most popular being the new 1.5kW and 2kW
smart panel heaters.
Sam Trott
sam.trott@pikapak.co.uk

The DRH Collection

In and amongst our new launches for
Autumn/ Winter 2018 was the Neon range
by Artland. Unlike anything before it, Neon
merges together an amazing
crackle effect with
a triplet of electric
colours around the
bowl. Also new
from Artland,
an addition
to the hugely
popular
Peacock Range,
a Champagne
Saucer, plus, Jolly & Bright, a gold &
platinum Christmas collection with fun and
festive designs. BIA too had a great new
collection, Gastro-Noir-Mie, a wide range of
items with an incredible black glaze, giving
the porcelain collection the effect of looking
like cast iron!
Michael Holmes
mholmes@thedrhcollection.com

Vitamix

STEP UP TO TRUE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BLENDING WITH THE VITAMIX
EXPLORIAN SERIES
New E310 Explorian Series Machine
is the First Step into HighPerformance Blending Vitamix®
invites home cooks everywhere
to take their first step into highperformance blending with the
new E310 blender, part of the
Vitamix Explorian™Series. With
proven, long-lasting Vitamix
quality, exhilarating performance
and an unprecedented price,
Explorian Series machines are a
smart investment for any kitchen.
The Vitamix E310 Explorian Series will be
available from Autumn 2018 with a five-year
full warranty for an introductory price
of £399. It comes with a tamper to help
process thick or frozen blends and the First
Blends cookbook.
Karen Hicks
khicks@vitamix.com

Coming Soon...

Scott (UK) Limited

The new Milkissimo frother is the perfect
accessory to go with our Slimissimo beanto-cup coffee machine. With its large 250ml
capacity and patented frothing
technology, our new milk
frother delivers a great,
rich froth for a wide range
of beverages. It has four
functions, which allows
it to create hot and cold
froth, as well as heat
up milk and make hot
beverages. Switching from one
function to the other is easy due
to the milk frother’s one touch
operation. The cool touch handle
technology allows for the easy handling of
the milk frother. The pitcher is also scratch
resistant and non-stick, as well as dishwasher
safe. The frothing and the heating whisks
provided enable users to make the perfect
beverage!
RRP: £59.99
Mihaela Iorga
mihaela.iorga@scott-gear.co.uk

Bodum

BODUM has always had siphon
coffee makers in its product
range, but within the last couple
of years, the interest in “Slow
Coffee Brewers” has really made
an impact. If we are to invest
in things, they now have to be
more than just functional and
the MOCCA has that.
The brewing method alone
almost resembles an open
natural science experiment,
and at the same time, it
brews coffee, which, when
black, aromatic and steamy hot
there is no better!
Gemma Quinn
gemma.quinn@bodum.com

Coming Soon...

SILPAT - Group Sasa-Demarle

SILPAT® the famous French Bakeware
manufacturer and the first choice for
professional chefs and kitchens - launched
their French Revolution in Baking.
6 new baking moulds and more than 10
pastry and cooking mats and cake tin liners
for the home cook.
In 1965, innovative
French engineer and
keen cook Guy
Demarle created
the first non-stick
baking mat,
thanks to which, he
rapidly acquired a
reputation for the best
baguettes in France.
Guy called the mats
Silpat because of the unique
silicone and fibre manufacturing process.
The handmade process by which they are still
made today. Is it the start of a French
revolution in baking?
Chris Gee
chrisgeehome@gmail.com

Creative Party

The trend savvy eye
would have noticed
that Anniversary
House oozed all
things Mermaid,
Unicorn, Iridescent
and Tropical
themes at this
year’s show. Our
show stopping products
included a Llama cookie
cutter, Cactus and Palm Tree sugar toppers
plus punchy Pineapple themes in bold
colourways. We had a fantastic reaction to
our new self-inflating balloon cake toppers
and a lot of gravitation towards our brandnew Rose Gold Numeral Candles. Stand
out products also included our brand new
opulent, iridescent, cake toppers. Perfect for
those fantasy style buffet tables.
Susan Russell
susan@creativepartyltd.com

The Cookware Company

The new Mayflower range was given a design
accolade at the show by trend forecasters
Scarlet Opus! Very much a remastered
classic, Mayflower covers frypans and
saucepans and features the
contemporary features you
expect from the original
brand of ceramic nonstick GreenPan™.
Also on show,
Featherweights
– the first cast
aluminium range
for GreenPan™.
Extremely lightweight
(50% lighter than cast
iron), it is easy to handle, but
with superior heat distribution, excellent heat
retention and an innovative ‘rainfall effect’ lid.
Seema Grantham
seema.grantham@cookware-co.com

Brand Showcase
Now in its second year The Brand Showcase is rapidly becoming a mini show
in its own right. 2018 saw the doubling of brands participating and a record
number of 60 + media outlets attending and many more asking for news
post show.
The Brand Showcase is an edit of the main show itself. Journalists are invited
to see exhibitor highlights in one space quickly and effectively - without
having to take too much time out of their day. Each journalist received a
Brand Showcase catalogue, Show catalogue, preview and gift bag of items
to take away and test.
Post event the press office team follow up with those who attended to help
secure coverage for participants.
Richard Watts, Consumer Media Consultant for Exclusively Shows adds:
“This year we welcomed a diverse mix of media outlets to the
Exclusively Showcase all coming to bank product and feature
ideas for the coming months ahead and leading into the lucrative
coverage period for Christmas when consumers are on the hunt
for gift ideas. The entire team were thrilled by the response this
year and the feedback from the media is that this is one event not
to miss and is fast becoming a must attend event in a food and or
lifestyle journalist, blogger or influencers diary.”

A few highlights
• 100% more exhibitors participating
• 200% more media visitors
• Over 80 attendees from 60 media outlets including: print, tv, online
and social influencers

Key press in attendance
Ideal Home Good Housekeeping Greedy Gourmet Blog Stylist House Beautiful
Simply Sensational
Fuss Free Flavours
Your Home
Home Style
Simply You
Sainsburys Mag A Mummy Too blog Sandhya’s Kitchen blog Healthy magazine Delicious
MyWeekly Take a Break Closer Mail on Sunday The Sun Online Daily Mirror Online
Daily Mail Baby London Little London Wedding Ideas Woman & Home Daily Express
Daily Mail Online manvfat.com t3.com lifestylemaven.co.uk Elle Deco Country
Metro Love Chic Living Blog Bella that’s life! idealhome.co.uk On In Online
Grazia Magazine (digital) The Lady Magazine ITV’s This Morning Aggie Mackenzie Huffington Post
The Flexitarian blog Freelancers British Style UK Hari Ghotra Online First time buyer

Thanks to Jura for supplying the
coffee in the Brand Showcase

Show
Conclusion

Here’s what Lynda Clark, First Time
Buyer said about the Brand Show
case and the show:
“The Brand Showcase and
Exclusively Housewares
Show was excellent. It was
great to have so many
companies together in one
space showcasing some really
excellent new products. The
press room was very good and
I liked the idea of highlighting
some of the products from the
show in there. The goody bags
were amazing! Thank you to
everyone who put on a really
great exhibition.”
Juliet Coleman simplehuman:
“The brand showcase and
press gifting room really built
on the success of last year,
impressive press attendance
and wonderful supplier
support - great job!”

Alison Davidson House Beautiful Magazine:
“I don’t always manage to get
to Exclusively Housewares, but I
was so glad I did this year, it’s
not until you see the products
and have them explained to
you, that you wonder how you
ever lived without them! Some
fantastic clever and time-saving
solutions to make each day that
little bit easier.”
Michelle Minnaar Greedy Gourmet, 2017 food
blogger of the year:
“Unlike the main event, the
Exclusively Brand Showcase
was much more serene and
manageable, enabling me to
take time to fully appreciate the
great new innovative products
on offer.”

Will Jones, Housewares Director
for BHETA, and Chairman
of Brooke House Exhibitions,
commented “The feedback
from members to this
year’s show has been very
positive. The overall quality
and buyer representation
from all the main retail
sectors has exceeded our
expectation. We’d like
to also like to thank the
positivity of our exhibitors,
the retailers for turning
out in their droves and
exceeding our expectation
and our key sponsors
Tower, Doulton Water
Filters, and Brabantia.”
Simon Boyd, Show Director
continues “The show team
are delighted with the mix
and quality of retailers that
attended,”
“The show embraced
many new retailers who
are championing new
and evolving routes to
market, alongside large
respected high street names
and, of course, our hard
working and determined
independents, embracing
change from all corners of
the UK.”
Noteable retailers in
attendance included:
Dixons, Dunelm, Dunnes,
Fenwick, Freemans,
Getting Personal, Groupon,
Home Hardware,
Ocado, Morrisons,
Marks & Spencer,
House of Fraser,
Lakeland,
John Lewis,
Steamer Trading,
Tesco,
The Range,
TKMaxx,
Sainsbury,
Wayfair,
Selfridges,
and QVC.

From left to right; Cici Coleman C4 First Dates; Juliet Sear, Celebrity Baker; Michelle Minnaar, Greedy Gourmet

£100

BIRA BONUS £100
AT EXCLUSIVELY 2018
BIRA members can exchange this voucher for £100 off
orders placed with a BIRA supplier with a minimum
value of £300 (nett of vat) at either Exclusively
Housewares or Exclusively Electrical 2018.
Offer is limited to one Bira Bonus per Bira Member.

Chairman of Brooke House Exhibitions

New bira Partnership generates
over £30k sales at the Show
To drive increasing numbers of independents to the show, the Exclusively Team sought a new partnership with bira. The
partnership resulted in bira taking their first stand, participation in the Seminar Program with a panel discussion, and
they were instrumental in the success of the bira Bonus. The mechanics combined, certainly grabbed the attention of the
independent trade. This was reflected in the show’s attendance figures, visitors to the bira and stand, and sales of over
£30k can be attributed to the bira bonus provide confirmation. Julie Holden, bira National Membership Manager, and
host of the bira Seminar adds;
“It was great to be part of Exclusively Housewares this year, a first for the bira team. With so many suppliers from our
buying group at the show, it was a perfect opportunity to showcase how bira Direct can help to simplify the invoicing
process, and unlock preferential terms.
We received visits from existing members who wanted to check the full list of suppliers and learn about our newest
service partners and how they can make the most of their membership. We were also approached by retailers who
hadn’t previously heard of bira and the tangible support we provide for the independent retail sector.
Overall we had a very enjoyable and successful event.”
Rob Jones from Horwood added - “Acorns Cookshop on receipt of the bira bonus decided to come to the show, it
basically equated to the cost of the train fare. So she headed down and we (Horwood) were the fortunate recipients,
choosing to invest in Stellar Rocktanium range. It’s good to see these initiatives do encourage sales
and attendance.“
“Exclusively Housewares is a terrific show which enables us to engage with
prospective customers face-to-face.” - Microplane
“Our first time at the show and definitely not our last, we saw most of the
key accounts we were targeting as well as a great selection of independents.
Everyone who saw the stand engaged with the Brand and really made us feel
welcome and that we were in the right place to grow our business substantially
in this area in the future.” - SIGG Switzerland Bottles AG
“A fantastic show and our chance to explain our new products and innovations
to key industry buyers.” - Arc
“Very good, we are very happy as it was busy and with a good quality. We will
come back next year with great pleasure!” - Jean Dubost

EXCLUSIVELY SHOWS 2019
Next year Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical will run on
Tuesday, 11 and Wednesday, 12 June at the Business Design Centre,
Islington in London.

Both Exclusively trade shows are organised by Brooke
House Exhibitions Ltd on behalf of the British Home
Enhancement Trade Association (BHETA)

Run by the industry, for the industry

If you would like to visit either show, please let us know by getting in touch via the website:
www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk
@exclusivelyshow
Or email us at info@exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk
Or by phoning us on 0121 237 1130

Federation House, 10 Vyse Street,
Birmingham B18 6LT UK
t +44 (0)121 237 1130 f +44 (0)121 237 1133

